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Abstract 
Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are structures 
with many applications, including device authentication, 
identification, and cryptographic key generation. In this 
paper we propose a new PUF, called SCAN-PUF, based 
on scan-chain power-up states. We argue that scan chains 
have multiple characteristics that make them uniquely 
suited as a low-cost PUF. We present results from test 
chips fabricated in a 65nm bulk CMOS process in support 
of these claims. While approximately 20% of the total 
population of scan elements are unreliable across 
temperature variations, we find that simple unanimous 
selection schemes can result in mean error rates of less 
than 0.1% for the selected populations across all 
measurements collected.  
 

1. Introduction 
Scan is a design for testability technique motivated by the 
need to control and observe the state of digital circuits for 
high quality testing. While concerns about the associated 
area and performance cost of scan continue to be relevant, 
the critical utility of scan in testing and debugging 
complex circuits has more than justified its widespread 
adoption in modern designs. However, even given this 
success, we believe that it is possible to extract more utility 
out of scan through its use as a Physically Unclonable 
Function (PUF). 

1.1 Physically Unclonable Functions 
A PUF is a die-specific random function with significant 
applications to problems in device security and trust [1,2]. 
Of particular usefulness in these applications is the 
characteristic of unclonability. PUFs use the underlying 
manufacturing variability to create a random mapping 
from a set of inputs (challenges) to a set of outputs 
(responses). Because this variability is by definition 
beneath the manufacturing resolution, creating an exact 
copy of a given PUF instance is practically infeasible. The 
unclonability of PUFs establishes a foundation for trust in 
identification, authentication, and cryptographic key 
generation applications [3]. Specific examples of PUF uses 
include smart credit cards, secure execution of code, 
FPGA intellectual property protection, hardware-specific 

software licensing, random number generation, BIST 
seeding, and device counterfeit prevention [1]. 

PUFs have been implemented using a variety of processes 
and materials [4,5]. In this paper, however, we focus on 
silicon PUFs, which are particularly appealing in that they 
can be fabricated alongside other typical functional blocks 
(adders, control units, etc.) using conventional 
manufacturing techniques. At the core of any silicon PUF 
is a circuit that translates the silicon manufacturing 
variability (e.g., random dopant fluctuations, line edge 
roughness, etc.) into a random bit. The PUF accepts a 
challenge and combines it with a string of these random 
bits to create the returned response. Many different silicon 
PUFs have been presented in the literature, including ring 
oscillators [6], arbiters [1], SRAM [7], sense amplifiers 
[8], and D-type flip-flops [9]. 

 
Figure 1. SRAM PUF circuit [7]. 

Figure 1 is a typical six-transistor SRAM cell, a silicon 
structure with established PUF properties. During normal 
operation the cell preserves the value that was driven 
during the previous write operation. At initial power-up, 
however, the cross-coupled inverters amplify any voltage 
difference between the two output nodes, a process which 
resolves to either the 0 or 1 state. This state is determined 
by both intrinsic variability between the two transistors 
and environmental factors, such as power supply noise and 
temperature effects. Ideally this process is dominated by 
the former, resulting in SRAM cells whose initial states are 
exclusively determined by the physical differences 
between the transistors that arise during the manufacturing 
process. An array of these SRAM cells can thus be used to 
create a string of random bits, which can in turn be used to 
implement a PUF. 
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The viability of a silicon PUF design can be evaluated 
under two separate domains. First, implementing a PUF 
implies the traditional VLSI costs of area, power, and 
performance. Second, a PUF must exhibit certain 
characteristics for it to be usable in secure applications. 
Bhargava et. al. discuss these characteristics in terms of 
reliability, randomness, and uniqueness [10]: 

• Reliability is the consistency of a given PUF response 
across multiple observations. A PUF should ideally 
respond exactly the same way for a given input 
regardless of environmental conditions. 

• Randomness is the predictability of the PUF response. 
Ideally each bit of the response should have an equal 
probability of being a ‘1’ or a ‘0’. Furthermore, the 
observation of any number of PUF responses should 
give no insight into unobserved responses for the same 
PUF or any other of similar design. 

• Uniqueness is the correlation among PUF responses 
from different chips. Ideally PUF responses across 
chips should be completely uncorrelated, with each bit 
of a given PUF response having equal probability of 
being the same or different compared to the PUF 
response from another chip. 

It is important to note that these metrics are classically 
applied to the challenge/response behavior of a PUF as a 
function. However, they are also applicable to the behavior 
of the circuit that produces the random bits in silicon 
PUFs, as any correlation or unreliability in these bits is 
inherited by a function that uses them in its evaluation. In 
many cases, the PUF design can be augmented with 
additional circuitry to mitigate some non-ideality in the 
random bits produced by the circuit. For example, poor 
randomness can be mitigated by combining several biased 
bits using XOR gates [11], and reliability can be increased 
by using multiple evaluations [12] or error correction 
codes [13]. With this added complexity comes a higher 
overhead, however, resulting in an intricate optimization 
problem that is different for each PUF type and 
application. 

In many PUF usages the unique behavior of each PUF is 
used to identify an associated device to some other party 
(e.g. device manufacturer, software developer, credit card 
authority, etc.). This scenario implies that the other party 
possesses prior knowledge about the PUF behavior. The 
process of characterizing each PUF for this purpose is 
called enrollment. This is fundamentally a testing problem: 
the enrolling party needs to collect enough information 
about each PUF to uniquely and robustly identify all 
enrolled instances. Non-idealities in the PUF randomness, 
reliability, and uniqueness directly translate into a more 
difficult (and thus more costly) enrollment procedure. 

At this point we make two observations. First, concerns 
about area costs in silicon PUF discussions are indicative 
of a niche for a minimal area design. Second, scan chains 
are structures typically composed of DFFs, a circuit with 

established PUF properties. In light of these two 
observations we propose in this paper the use of scan 
chains as an ultra-low area PUF [14]. 

1.2 Related Work 
Maes et. al. previously implemented DFF-based PUFs in 
ASICs [4,15] and in FPGAs [9], going so far as to note 
that DFFs are well-suited to reuse as memory elements 
[16]. Katzenbeisser et. al. have published results from a 
large-scale experiment involving several PUF designs, 
including DFFs [16]; they find DFFs to be promising but 
susceptible to environmental variation. These works form 
a foundation for our expectations regarding the behavior of 
scan-chain DFFs in PUF applications. However, our work 
differs from these past approaches in that we consider 
existing DFFs in scan chains from the testing perspective, 
that is, the reuse of scan-chain DFFs for PUF purposes 
while preserving their original testing functionality. In 
particular, we are interested in showing how the intrinsic 
characteristics of a conventional scan implementation 
(internal scan, boundary scan, etc.) can be advantageous in 
the PUF paradigm. 

Zheng et. al. have recently proposed the use of scan flop 
path-delay variations a PUF [17]. Their approach involves 
loading the scan chains with a pattern that sensitizes the 
paths between the scan flops and applying a modified 
clock signal. While the use of scan chains is shared with 
this work, the mechanism used to extracting the PUF 
behavior results in a different set of considerations. For 
example, Zheng et. al. address concerns about flop 
metastability and the distribution of the load on the scan 
chain, neither of which apply to this work. 

2. SCAN-PUF 
In this section the use of scan chains for PUF 
implementation is investigated. Specifically, Section 2.1 
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of scan chains, 
Section 2.2 defines and details SCAN-PUF, and Section 
2.3 gives various examples of SCAN-PUF systems. 

2.1 Analysis of Scan Chains 
The main thesis of this paper is that scan chains, 
particularly in modern scan implementations, are uniquely 
suited for use as an ultra-low area PUF. The primary 
advantageous characteristics of scan chains as a PUF 
include: 

• Low area cost: due to the DFFs being already 
implemented as part of the design, the only area cost is 
associated with the additional PUF control circuitry. 

• Serial access: scan chains provide inexpensive serial 
access to their constituent elements. 

• Abundance: the number of individual scan elements in 
modern designs ranges from hundreds of thousands to 
millions. Only a small subset of these scan elements is 
required to generate PUF responses of sufficient length 
for most applications. Careful and flexible selection of 
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this subset can be used to inexpensively improve 
randomness, reliability, and uniqueness. 

• Test Flow Integration: scan chains are accessed 
hundreds to thousands of times during normal testing 
of a modern design. Access to the scan-chain power-up 
states for t=0 enrollment (e.g. initial characterization of 
each PUF instance) is a simple extension of existing 
testing procedure that has little impact on testing time1. 

However, scan chains also possess several disadvantages. 
The most significant problems include: 

• Performance: serial access of elements in the scan 
chain means higher response latency. This is mitigated, 
however, by the inherent parallelism in scan chain 
design and the fact that relatively few elements are 
typically needed to generate a PUF response of 
sufficient length. 

• Power: shifting random values through a scan chain 
can cause transitions in the attached design circuitry. 
This problem is well known by the design and test 
community and is thus likely already accounted for 
since a power-up state is unavoidably shifted through 
the scan chains when initiating scan test. Moreover, 
overall power should be of little consequence due to 
the minimal number of shifts necessary to obtain 
responses of sufficient length. 

• Security: ironically, the proposed use of scan chains for 
hardware security is countered by their inherent 
insecurity when used for test. Specifically, scan chains 
must be accessible to the tester; this can compromise 
the security of the PUF if the access methods used by 
the tester are not restricted in some manner. However, 
several more complex scan implementations, such as 
XOR compaction of multiple scan chains [18], have the 
potential to mitigate this issue. 

• Reset requirements: the scan chain must be power 
cycled to generate the power-up state. But given the 
common use of sleep/hibernation modes for power 
conservation, we envision that the power cycling 
initiated by these sleep modes can be re-used for 
SCAN-PUF. 

2.2 Defining SCAN-PUF 
Given the nature of scan chains and the definition of a 
PUF, we define SCAN-PUF as a system that performs the 
following operations: 

• Power-up: a SCAN-PUF system must be able to 
initiate a power-up of the scan chain(s) as needed. 

• Scan state observation: a SCAN-PUF system must be 
able to shift and observe the power-up state of the scan 
chain(s). 

                                                
1We are currently collaborating with an industrial partner to collect data 
from actual in-production chips. 

• Response generation: the SCAN-PUF system must use 
the observed power-up state to create a response to an 
input challenge. 

2.3 SCAN-PUF Examples 
This section describes several specific applications of the 
SCAN-PUF idea. These examples are in no way 
exhaustive; many variations and extensions to the 
following cases are indeed possible.  

2.3.1 Chip Identification 
This example consists of a design with at least one scan 
chain that is observable on a scan-out port. The “designer” 
contracts with a “manufacturer” to produce some volume 
of chips. The designer then takes the produced chips and 
enrolls them into a database by recording the chip serial 
number and the scan-chain power-up state. The chips are 
then sold to various “customers”. 

If a customer wishes to verify the authenticity of a chip, 
the customer can read out the power-up state of the scan 
chain and send the result, along with the chip serial 
number, to the designer. The designer compares these 
values with the entries in the enrollment database; if the 
scan chain power-up state matches, the chip is accepted as 
authentic. Some margin of error in this matching process 
may be necessary to account for unreliability in the scan-
chain state (e.g. 90% equivalence is considered a match). 
Because of the unclonability property of the scan-chain 
power-up states, any counterfeit chips will be detected by 
this check even if they are given legitimate serial numbers. 
Note that this case is dependent on the action of the 
customer; no benefit is gained if the customer neglects to 
verify the purchased chips. 

In this example, the combination of the circuit and the 
tester used to access the scan chain comprise the system. 
This system is not strictly a PUF as only one challenge is 
possible, i.e., applying power to the chip and observing the 
scan-chain state. This limited challenge space restricts the 
applications of this system to chip identification.  

2.3.2 Board Identification 
This example concerns a circuit board with two or more 
chips. This board is assumed to be Joint Test Action Group 
(JTAG) [19] specification compliant with the optional Test 
Reset functionality implemented. Furthermore, this Test 
Reset is assumed to direct the JTAG controller to the Data 
Register Shift (DR Shift) state. Figure 2 is a simple 
schematic representation of such a circuit board with two 
chips. 
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Figure 2. Simple schematic of two-chip board design used in a SCAN-
PUF system. 

The board manufacturer orders chips from one or more 
vendors and solders them to the board, either in-house or 
through a subcontractor. The board manufacturer then 
takes the completed boards and enrolls them in a manner 
similar to the previous example, except in this case the 
start-up states of the boundary scan cells are recorded. The 
Test-Reset (TRST) signal must force the TAP controller 
into the DR Shift state in this implementation to prevent 
the start-up states from being accidentally overwritten in 
the DR Capture state. Once enrollment is complete the 
boards are sold to various customers. 

As before, the customer is able to verify the authenticity of 
the board by reading out the boundary scan cell start-up 
states and sending the result, along with the board serial 
number, to the board manufacturer. A match within a 
certain margin of error indicates that the board is authentic. 
In this case, the process confirms that (a) the board 
manufacturer did in fact produce a given board and (b) no 
chips have been replaced during transport from the board 
manufacturer to the customer. 

The board identification system in this example is 
comprised of the entire circuit board along with the tester 
apparatus. Powering up the circuit board is the only 
possible challenge to this system, making it only suitable 
for board identification. Note that this system could be 
combined with the system described in the previous 
example to provide both chip- and board-level 
identification and counterfeit detection without any 
silicon-area cost. 

2.3.3 Compaction-Obfuscated SCAN-PUF 
This example centers on a design with scan that includes 
both test decompression and spatial compaction [18]. 
Circuitry is added to the design with the capacity to (a) 
observe the scan-chain state prior to compaction, and (b) 
assert the scan enable line. Additionally, this circuitry has 
access to several chip-level inputs/outputs for dedicated 
use in its operation as a PUF. Figure 3 is a simple 
schematic representation of such a design. 
 

       
 

Figure 3. Simple schematic of a compaction-obfuscated SCAN-PUF 
system. 

The designer contracts with a manufacturer to produce 
some quantity of chips. The designer receives the chip 
shipment and observes the scan-chain power-up state of 
each chip through a dedicated “backdoor” output. This 
output is then disabled (e.g., via focused ion beam, 
electronic fuse, laser, etc.) prior to distribution. Because of 
the XOR compaction of all of the scan chains, there is no 
means of directly observing an individual scan chain state 
aside from this dedicated output. The designer then uses 
this data to select a chip-specific set of the scan elements 
for use in the SCAN-PUF, and stores the expected states 
for these elements in an enrollment database. Each chip is 
provisioned with a pattern that, when applied to the control 
circuit inputs, causes the control circuit to enable the test 
mode and capture the state of the enrolled set of scan 
elements. These chips are then placed in a system that 
applies this pattern to the control circuit inputs on each 
power-up. Challenges can then be applied to the control 
circuit inputs, whereupon the control circuit returns a 
subset of the power-up states read as the PUF response. 
These responses can be compared to the values stored in 
the enrollment database to authenticate a given chip. 

In this example, the SCAN-PUF system is comprised of 
the chip along with the external memory used to store the 
chip-specific power-up pattern. Assuming the subsets 
returned on a challenge are disjoint, knowledge of any 
number of challenge/response pairs gives no insight into 
any unobserved challenge/response pair. The designer is 
also able to combine the knowledge gleaned from the 
enrollment data with the freedom afforded by the choice of 
the power-up pattern to mitigate undesirable characteristics 
of the scan-chain power-up states. 

3. Experiments 
In this section we present data collected from three PUF 
test chips fabricated in a 65nm bulk CMOS process. Each 
test chip contains a scan chain composed of 6,057 DFFs as 
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Figure 4. 61×100 gray-scale mappings of scan-chain power-up states for three test chips (rows) at temperatures -20°C, 27°C, 85°C, and all (columns). 
Shading indicates combined response for the corresponding observations, with lighter shading representing a greater frequency of ‘1’s. The length of the 
scan chain is divided into 100 bit sections (with padding at the end), which are striped as rows to create the overall mapping. 

part of the test infrastructure. We recorded the power-up 
states of the scan chains 1,000 times for each chip at three 
temperatures (-20°C, 27°C, and 85°C) with VDD=1.0V. 

Figure 4 shows twelve gray-scale 61×100 cell mappings 
representing the collected scan-chain data for each of the 
three chips at the three temperature points (i.e. the three 
columns on the left) as well as the total response across all 
temperatures (i.e. the rightmost column). Each cell in the 
mapping corresponds to a discrete element in the scan 
chain. The level of shading for a given cell represents the 
combined response across the recorded observations for 
the corresponding scan element, with a lighter shade 
representing a greater frequency of observed ‘1’ states. 
The length of each scan chain was divided into 100-
element sections, which are stitched together as rows to 
create the overall 61×100 mapping (padding is applied on 
the final row to round out the total number of cells). Thus, 
horizontal proximity in the mapping denotes relevant 
nearness on the chip; vertical proximity has no analogous 
meaning.  

Two of the key PUF characteristics outlined in Section 1.1 
are visualized in these images. First, the high degree of 
contrast, particularly within a given temperature domain, 
attests to the reliability of the scan-chain state (unreliable 
elements are represented by shades of gray). The contrast 
is reduced, however, when all observations are represented 
together (the rightmost column); this indicates that some 
scan elements present different values due to variations in 
temperature.  These images are also indicative of the scan 
chain uniqueness, in that no shared patterns are readily 
apparent between the different test chips (columns).  

We adopt in the following analyses an enrollment-
validation paradigm to estimate the PUF characteristics of 
the scan chains. In enrollment, we use a limited number of 
observations drawn from each temperature domain to 
determine the expected scan-chain power-up state. For 
validation, we compare the remaining observations to the 
expectations generated during enrollment. To this end, we 
randomly divided the 3,000 raw observations for each chip 
four groups, or folds, of 750 observations each (with 250 
observations from each temperature domain in each fold). 
In the following analyses, we use one fold as the 
enrollment data while the remaining three folds are used as 
validation data. Swapping the roles of these folds allows us 
to perform four separate analyses. 

3.1 Reliability 
Reliability is the consistency of the PUF response over 
multiple observations. To estimate the reliability of the 
scan-chain power-up state, we used enrollment sets of 
various sizes to determine the expected scan-chain power-
up state through a majority vote (e.g., a majority of 
observed ‘0’s results in an expected state of ‘0’ for that 
scan-chain element). The observations in the validation set 
were then compared to these expected states. The single-
observation percent error is defined as the percentage of 
elements in the scan chain that did not match the expected 
state in a given observation. Figure 5a is plot of the mean 
single-observation percent error for all four folds as the 
number of enrollment observations increases. Figure 5b is 
a plot of the maximum single-observation percent error 
across all four folds. We observe that both the maximum 
and mean single-observation error rates are  
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Figure 5. Majority vote mean (a) and maximum (b) single-observations percent error across 750 validation observations with respect to number of 
enrollment observations for all three test chips and all four folds. 

 
Figure 6. The mean (a) and maximum (b) single observation percent error for the unanimous selection scheme for 750 validations with respect to the 
number of enrollment observations for all four folds. 

unaffected by increasing numbers of enrollment 
observations under a majority vote scheme. The mean 
single-observation percent errors are particularly troubling: 
an average of 20% of all scan elements will return states 
opposite those expected in any given observation. This 
error rate is highly problematic if not prohibitive for most 
potential SCAN-PUF usages. 

These relatively high maximum and mean single-
observation percent error rates led us to investigate a 
unanimous selection scheme. Under this scheme only 
elements that consistently evaluate to the same state are 
considered; all other elements are discarded in the analysis. 
Figure 6 contains plots of the maximum and mean single-

observation percent error as the number of enrollment 
observations increases for a unanimous selection scheme. 
Note the significant reduction in mean error rate when 
moving to the unanimous selection scheme; the mean error 
rate for all three chips falls below 0.1% given 300 
enrollment observations. Maximum errors for all three test 
chips, however, remain relatively high. The results for test 
chips 1 and 2 can be partially explained by the presence of 
single observations consisting of all zeroes, thus resulting 
in error rates near 50% (all elements selected as reliable 
ones would present as erroneous). However, even test chip 
3, which did not have an all-zero observation, returned 
maximum error rates in excess of 30%. This maximum 
single observation error rate would need to be addressed 
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Figure 7. Minimum number of unanimous elements across the four folds 
with respect to the number of enrollment observation for each of the three 
test chips. 

 
Figure 8. Percent of elements exhibiting the ‘1’ state under unanimous 
selection scheme with 750 enrollment observations for all three test chips 
and all four folds.  

by the SCAN-PUF system in order to guarantee correct 
operation as a PUF. One possible solution to this problem 
would be to re-evaluate the scan-chain power-up state if 
the error rate is above an acceptable level.  

Unanimous selection increases the reliability but reduces 
the population of elements available for use by the SCAN-
PUF system. Figure 7 illustrates this cost as the minimum 
number of scan elements that are selected during 
unanimous enrollment across the four folds. The minimum 
number of selected elements in the three test chips given 
750 enrollment observations is 944 out of the 6,057 scan 
elements for test chip 2, a utilization of 15.6% of the 
available scan elements.  

3.2 Randomness 
Randomness is a measure of the predictability of the PUF 
response. A coarse measure of randomness is the 
probability that a given scan element will return a ‘1’ or 
‘0’. Figure 8 presents the percentage of ‘1’ scan elements 
under unanimous selection for each of the four folds and 
each of the three test chips given 750 enrollment 
observations. We observe that the bias towards the ‘1’ 
state in the unanimous populations ranges from 39.1% to 
54.3% under these conditions. These values compare 
favorably with prior work on DFFs, which reported biases 
ranging from 68% to 84% in ASICs [11] to more than 90% 
in FPGAs [9]. These results can be further improved by 
adding randomness as an additional selection criterion, e.g. 
discarding additional unanimous elements until an 
acceptable population balance is reached. 

3.3 Uniqueness 
Uniqueness is the correlation between PUF responses from 
different chips. To analyze this characteristic, 16-bit 
strings were sequentially drawn from the set of unanimous 
elements (selected using enrollment on the first 250 

observations at each temperature) for each chip. The 
Hamming distance, i.e. the number of bits that differ 
between two given strings, was determined for each chip’s 
16-bit string with respect to the 16-bit strings from the 
other two chips. This string generation and comparison 
process was repeated 59 times, limited by the smallest 
population of selected elements among the test chips 
(determined in this case by test chip 2). A histogram of the 
recorded Hamming distances is shown in Figure 9. The 
ideal result would be a binomial distribution centered at a 
Hamming distance of 8. Given the relatively small sample 
size (177 comparisons), the measured data presents a fair 
approximation of the ideal, with a mean Hamming distance 
of 8.20. Note that no two strings are identical, with the 
closest match still differing by 2 bits. 

 
Figure 9. Hamming distance between 16-bit strings drawn from scan 
elements under unanimous selection with 750 enrollment observations for 
each chip. Strings were sequentially drawn from available elements for 
each of the three test chips and cross-compared. Fifty-nine signatures per 
chip were available (limited by the number of unanimous elements for 
test chip 2), resulting in a total of 3×59=177 comparisons. 
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4. Conclusions 
In this paper we have proposed SCAN-PUF, a new PUF 
structure based on scan-chain power-up states. The 
advantages of using scan chains as a PUF include low area 
cost, abundance of available elements, and ease of access. 
While scan chains do have some disadvantages, the 
abundance of scan elements in modern designs and their 
high testability enables mitigation through tailored 
selection schemes. 

Measurements of scan chains implemented in a 65nm bulk 
CMOS process support the viability of a SCAN-PUF 
system. Future work includes gathering additional data 
from state-of-the-art circuits across multiple technologies, 
developing and refining various selection schemes, and an 
evaluation of the various costs associated with SCAN-
PUF. We are confident based on this work that SCAN-
PUF is a useful concept that merits further investigation. 
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